On-Location Executive Portraits & Business
Location Photography

These headshots ‐‐ tight head and shoulders portraits with a constant background (we bring our mobile studio
with lights and professional looking backdrop) ‐‐ are created at your office. We typically shoot for five to ten
minutes per person, yielding a variety of looks and expressions.
First five (up to)
Each additional
Retouching a single image
Bulk retouching of each person’s best image
On-site editing & same-day delivery

$ 175 flat rate.
$ 75 ea.
$ 30 ea.
$ 20 ea.
$ 500

An archival image CD of both high res (for printing) and low‐res (for web use) images will be delivered to you
with‐in five business days. You have printing rights to the images, so you can use them however you like.
Retouching (skin smoothing, teeth whitening, eye sharpening, or otherwise enhancing the images) is not
standard but is available for an additional fee.

Real Estate/Business Location Photography
Pricing professional real estate photography is difficult, at best. Even similar properties sometimes require
different techniques. Photography services include the use of HDR (High Dynamic Range) photography, if
needed, complete interior and exterior shots and post-shoot processing.
Standard Coverage: $350
This package provides everything you need to get the property photographed for all your marketing materials
(professionally retouched for the best quality.) You’ll receive web-ready photos and 300 dpi high resolution photos
ready for printing.




Perfect for businesses up to approximately 3,000 sq. ft. or less.
Service includes 10-15 shots of the business, both exterior and interior.
All photographs re-sized and optimized for display on the Internet.

Luxury Coverage: $600
For larger businesses & corporate offices, we’ll spend more time in capturing the details and the unique features of
your business. You’ll receive both web-ready photos and 300 dpi high resolution photos ready for printing.





Service includes 15+ images of the business, both exterior and interior.
All photographs re-sized and optimized for display on the Internet.
A full set of 300 dpi photographs ideally suited for printing on flyers or other print media.
Photographs also provided on a CD-ROM disc.

Twilight shoot or repeat visit for exterior shots: $125
Twilight shots are done between sunset and approximately 40 minutes after sunset. Twilight shots give a dramatic
and elegant look to your business.

